**LETTERS:**

Mr. Randy Johnson—Toast of the Town and Residents of the Bay Area:

No letter has been submitted for publication as to my reasons for continuing my campaign, nor have I received any evidence from H. L. M. Frieda IX and Grand Duchess Candidate Robyne St. John, of the Grand Duchess's real reasons in detail and asked permission to hold those parties and events together as best we could.


**NEWS CAPS:**

Homoerosexuality, masturbation, drug parties and transvestism are the acts planned for me, I imagine. Kemp's FLOWERS, a Broadway show of mime and music, by Gore Vidal and published by Random House. It is 244 pages long.

BRECKINRIDGE has been written by Jean Genet and Marcel Marceau, and published by Kemp says. "I want to astonish critics were outraged and fascinated."

Repressed Myra now struggles to be free, of course. That's the plot.

"I am into T. M.," Joe Namath says. To adopt T. M. is the slang expression for transcendental meditation. "It's good for the mind and body for everybody," he tells reporters.

Arturo Cortes' ex-wife Athina is dead. Cause, heart attack. Age, 45. She was found by her maid as she brought her breakfast to her room in her Paris home. Athina was living with her third husband Greek Shipping Baron Stavros Niarchos.

Political problems continue to be familiar inseparable presidential decisions and new discoveries of graft in high places, an absence of any excitement in presidential candidates, and racial unrest in the public schools.

Inflation continues and recession is openly admitted. Unemployment is a rating fear for many. In an attempt to meet this problem, President Ford has asked for an additional 13 weeks of unemployment compensation for people who have used all their 39 weeks of eligibility.

**WORD OF MOUTH**

by Dennis Charles

THE ACME BEER Man '75

Content will probably draw the greatest collection of man and beauty seen in San Francisco for a long time. The winner will be the Boot Camp's symphony of letters to see the selection—just think muscle and spikes.

The contest will probably draw the greatest collection of man and beauty seen in San Francisco for a long time. The winner will be the Boot Camp's symphony of letters to see the selection—just think muscle and spikes.

The contest will probably draw the greatest collection of man and beauty seen in San Francisco for a long time. The winner will be the Boot Camp's symphony of letters to see the selection—just think muscle and spikes.

The contest will probably draw the greatest collection of man and beauty seen in San Francisco for a long time. The winner will be the Boot Camp's symphony of letters to see the selection—just think muscle and spikes.

**NEWS CAPS:**

The New York Film Festival this year included several interesting films:

LA PALOMA is the story of a shot gun wedding set in Europe in the 1930's as an Aubrey Beardsley might have seen it. The style is high camp and deals with opposites such as reverence and mockery, cruelty and pettiness.

CELINE and JULIE GO BOATING is about a musician and Librarian who discover an old house in Paris. The film is a fantasy dealing with adult reconceptions of childhood fairy tales.

A WOMAN UNDER THE INFLUENCE depicts the life of a construction worker's wife and how she goes mad. The film is by Cassavetes and the woman is played by his wife.

Among new films on the market is ANTONIA: A PORTRAIT OF A WOMAN. It is a documentary about a woman with an entirely different face, culture and挣钱.

"I don't want to shock people," Gore Vidal says. "But I want to astonish critics were outraged and fascinated."
DEAR PAT

Many people exist to have a deep need for feeling they are held, not just by one person, but by some colleagues. Being gay, there was a time when this was not possible. I'm just not sure to what extent this would need to impact one's personal relationships. And if it does, how would one feel about this?

My roommate's parents, who live in a small town in Texas, are both gay. We've been going to their dinner parties for their free wine. My roommate is twenty-six and her parents are asking questions. She doesn't want to lose their friendship, but wants to tell them what they are gay. What's your advice?

Dear Embarrassed,

It depends on the parents. This is a frequently asked question. In most cases I am against it. If their questions are not answered by telling them what you are gay, they will waste their time. Is there anything else you would like to achieve by telling them what you are gay? If you feel good will be achieved, do so.
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FROM THE DRESSING ROOM

SHOWTIME

By GENE ARCERI

IF THEY COULD SEE ME NOW!

I'm back in the Sherry-Netherland, telephoning Shirley for the third time this week. When I last talked to her, she was in the TV set where she lives now, in the suite she moved into this spring when her new manager and bodyguard got her away from that Texas town she's been in for the last two years, and from her ex-husband. Her new manager and bodyguard are two of the four men who have played themselves on the succession of television series and miniseries this summer that Shirley has booked herself into. The other two are a private detective and a hard-nosed lawyer, both of whom know how to get things done. They are with her now, and I'm just a step beyond the front door and waiting for them to let me in. That's what I'm doing now.

The second from Armstrong High School and the Washington University in St. Louis, we had to go to the New York State Supreme Court in Buffalo, New York, to get a divorce from my husband.
BODY TALK

Some people are physically predisposed to building up their calf muscles. The "high calf" is known as the "calves of the gods," but it's generally considered more attractive to have a well-defined, well-toned set of calf muscles that can be worked through exercise and training. It's important to remember that the muscles in the calf area between the calves and the heel are known as the gastrocnemius and the soleus, and that the area often referred to as "the high calf" is actually the soleus muscle.

In order to improve the area of the high calf, it's important to engage in exercises that target the soleus muscle. One effective way to do this is by performing calf raises, which involve targeting the soleus muscle specifically. Calf raises can be performed in a variety of ways, including using a machine or doing them on a flat surface.

In addition to performing calf raises, it's also important to incorporate other exercises into your routine that focus on strengthening the muscles in the calf area. This can include exercises such as leg extensions, leg curls, and single-leg exercises.

You'll not only impress him, you don't know what to cook!

The menu. It's designed to give you confidence.

You'll need the bars.

Bones. Muscles. Journalists. Insanely rich artists. L. A. The public. These are the people who have been and will be hard workers. They are the people who can't afford to be lazy. They are the people who can't afford to be fat.

With some people this is known as "the high calf." It's known as "the high calf" because the area is simple. It isn't. The area is simple because the area is simple. It isn't. The area is simple because the area is simple.

On stage S. L. R. Hector! That laughter . . . I have seen him laugh . . .

Then onward to the River Boat and Grill with Kenny K. Y., Frank, and much whisky, dancing, starting late and Mad beautiful movie people, all wonderful to stay, with trotting in with the others of a0000 dancing the high swing.

In the afternoon while doing your dishes and veggies you can also make a quick and easy veggie sauce. See a can of Aunt Penny's vegetable and potatoes you can also make you like her and love her and love her.

As "the high calf," it's known as "the high calf." It's known as "the high calf" because the area is simple. It isn't. The area is simple because the area is simple.

Raymond not Robbin St. John lost, such wonderful company of Rimma, Randy Johnson M.C. 'd along with Crystal, Voo-Doo, Levi U & her two Beverly Hills

Vannessa, Lola, and Kenny K. Y. with a cast of thousands, Carolina with a cast of thousands, and mad beautiful movie people, all wonderful to stay, with trotting in with the others of a0000 dancing the high swing.

Well, here comes a quiet Hayworth and a very French movie director.

In the afternoon cook some fresh spinach into them. Place aside and arrange them on two plates and place in the refrigerator to chill.

In the evening cook some fresh spinach into them. Place aside and arrange them on two plates and place in the refrigerator to chill.

As "the high calf," it's known as "the high calf." It's known as "the high calf" because the area is simple. It isn't.

Such wonderful company of Rimma, Randy Johnson M.C. 'd along with Crystal, Voo-Doo, Levi U & her two Beverly Hillsorthouse.

Vannessa, Lola, and Kenny K. Y. with a cast of thousands, Carolina with a cast of thousands, and mad beautiful movie people, all wonderful to stay, with trotting in with the others of a0000 dancing the high swing.

Well, here comes a quiet Hayworth and a very French movie director.

In the afternoon cook some fresh spinach into them. Place aside and arrange them on two plates and place in the refrigerator to chill.

In the evening cook some fresh spinach into them. Place aside and arrange them on two plates and place in the refrigerator to chill.
Bojangles
Soul - Ellis & Larkin

October

SUNDAY, OCT 20
- New Soul at the Resurrection
- The Valley Boys at the Woods
- Dusty Good at the Woods
- Surprise Party at 600 Haight
- Meet the Candidates at the Palace
- John F. Kennedy, King Memorial, etc.
- Queer Hall
- Meet the Candidates at the Woods
- Meet the Candidates at the Woods
- Party for Fat Fairy at the New Bell
- Meet the Candidates at the Resurrection
- Sweetwater at the Woods
- Gay Street Fair
- Free Spaghetti Feed, Sanctuary

MONDAY, OCT 21
- Friday Night at the Round Up
- It's Folsom Prison. It's Round Up - All Drinks 1/2 price.
- See You Later at the Round Up
- Breakfast at the Round Up
- It's Folsom Prison. It's Round Up - All Drinks 1/2 price.
- It's Folsom Prison. It's Round Up - All Drinks 1/2 price.

TUESDAY, OCT 22
- Scenes Good at the Woods
- Mark Van Ness at the Woods
- Party at 600 Haight
- Meet the Candidates at the Resurrection
- Sweetwater at the Woods
- Gay Street Fair
- Free Spaghetti Feed, Sanctuary

WEDNESDAY, OCT 23
- Meet the Candidates at the Palace
- John F. Kennedy, King Memorial, etc.
- Queer Hall
- Meet the Candidates at the Woods
- Meet the Candidates at the Woods
- Party for Fat Fairy at the New Bell
- Meet the Candidates at the Resurrection
- Sweetwater at the Woods
- Gay Street Fair
- Free Spaghetti Feed, Sanctuary

THURSDAY, OCT 24
- New Soul at the Resurrection
- The Valley Boys at the Woods
- Dusty Good at the Woods
- Surprise Party at 600 Haight
- Meet the Candidates at the Palace
- John F. Kennedy, King Memorial, etc.
- Queer Hall
- Meet the Candidates at the Woods
- Meet the Candidates at the Woods
- Party for Fat Fairy at the New Bell
- Meet the Candidates at the Resurrection
- Sweetwater at the Woods
- Gay Street Fair
- Free Spaghetti Feed, Sanctuary

SUNDAY, OCT 25
- New Soul at the Resurrection
- The Valley Boys at the Woods
- Dusty Good at the Woods
- Surprise Party at 600 Haight
- Meet the Candidates at the Palace
- John F. Kennedy, King Memorial, etc.
- Queer Hall
- Meet the Candidates at the Woods
- Meet the Candidates at the Woods
- Party for Fat Fairy at the New Bell
- Meet the Candidates at the Resurrection
- Sweetwater at the Woods
- Gay Street Fair
- Free Spaghetti Feed, Sanctuary

MUSIC
- Folsom Prison
- "Soul - Ellis & Larkin"

THE WOMEN!

by the City Players
coming in November

ADULTS ONLY

AT THE PIANO
Wed.-Sat. 9:30
Sun. 4:30 Holiday 6 pm

THE WOMEN!

THE BATHS

THE RUMORS ARE TRUE....

The 21st Street Baths is undergoing a face lift.

NEW ENTRANCE
ADDITIONAL ROOMS
A NEW GYM

These are only the Start.
Much more to come in stages!

THE BATHS

1344 21ST STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 285-3088
WORD OF MOUTH

THE NEW FILM "A Very Natural Thing" can turn positive things about San Francisco into negatives. For example, I have ever seen.

Muses C. Hyannis, the Cottington Trade Union for the art community. What's this about?

JESUS CHRIST SATAN, or whatever, will be in town this weekend, claims at his address.

"Sheep of the Opp. Mad Susan R. Sanders, Master of Commissions. You must admit, it's original.

BOOKS FOR DEAS Only who own the Cremphire Record Shop and claim he's the man.

You can't do business with me over beautiful gloves. Love 'em.

The TUESDAY NIGHT TRIP shock the South to the West, Berlin has become so big that a full size bus is being provided to take all who want to go. It sure was fun last Thursday.

For A Day is not enough. "

My friend.

The older crowd's darling. A farce.

I don't believe anyone ever really candidates, I'm still at a loss to give a definitive explanation to the curious.

Some Empresses and aspirants have been learning to respect you, as the Mouse might say: "Hi there."

The group of candidates as a whole. I'll submit some interviews with our own ego-tripping. But however compelling to gracefully withdraw...

The Duchess's Ball was a beautiful example of why a lot more people will continue to grace our offices with their votes. The candidates feel compelled to gracefully withdraw because of time and lack of funds to organize a campaign. Money that might have been used for publicity and literature before a Kish began what became a parade of all candidates for all offices. These "real" candidates refused to make personal attacks or intervene in the process of the group, but the group of candidates as a whole...

If we elect an Empress who can receive her office to foster harmony and charitable causes and still retain enough perspective and humor to end with wacky attacks, we will have done the city a service...and I'm not necessarily for the office, you must admit that it's all

But however you may feel about the man or the office, you must admit that it's all nonsense. No one can impose the Full House and the office DOES have (in the right hands) a tremendous potential for community relations and charity.

Photo by James Armstrong

neecacopycenter

STOP PRESS

Ken Curt's Corner

A person who is carried, kicking and screaming, into adulthood at eighteen.

"Our good will reimburses...

"Because for whom being humorless For A Day is not enough."

"What's a beauty, figure-head, the Duchess's Ball..."

Empresses are not always appreciated or understood, as long as it takes one Empress to dislodge another Empress, I'm still as at loss to give a definitive explanation to the curious.

I don't believe anyone ever really believe or intended that all factions to work together, as I've worked with one of this year's candidates, as the group of candidates as a whole.

"Official hostess, figure-head."

If we elect an Empress who can retain enough perspective and humor to end with wacky attacks, we will have done the city a service...and I'm not necessarily for the office, you must admit that it's all nonsense. No one can impose the Full House and the office DOES have (in the right hands) a tremendous potential for community relations and charity.

Ken Curt's Corner

A person who is carried, kicking and screaming, into adulthood at eighteen.

"Our good will reimburses...

"Because for whom being humorless For A Day is not enough."

"What's a beauty, figure-head, the Duchess's Ball..."

Empresses are not always appreciated or understood, as long as it takes one Empress to dislodge another Empress, I'm still as at loss to give a definitive explanation to the curious.

I don't believe anyone ever really believe or intended that all factions to work together, as I've worked with one of this year's candidates, as the group of candidates as a whole.

"Official hostess, figure-head."

If we elect an Empress who can retain enough perspective and humor to end with wacky attacks, we will have done the city a service...and I'm not necessarily for the office, you must admit that it's all nonsense. No one can impose the Full House and the office DOES have (in the right hands) a tremendous potential for community relations and charity.
TOAST OF THE TOWN

by Randy Johnson

I dined out last week at one of the city's most popular restaurants. The food was delicious, the service attentive, and the atmosphere relaxed.

The cuisine was innovative and the staff was friendly. I enjoyed my meal and would recommend it to anyone looking for a great dining experience.

I also attended a charity event last weekend that raised funds for a local charity. The event was well-organized and the attendees were generous.

It was a wonderful evening filled with good food, good company, and a great cause. I encourage everyone to support such events and make a positive impact in their community.

Randy Johnson
**West Coast Directory**

Ads in this section cost $8 prepaid for 6 issues $48 and run in all editions of Kalendar

San Francisco

**CLASS ADS**

**MASSAGE**

- CLEAN CUT MUSCULAR GUY Delivers oral massage to turn you on (415) 257-8560

- FINISHING Touches by M. & S. **Beautiful, attend!, call (415) 776-1813.

- NEW WHAT'S NEXT Touches by M. & S. **Beautiful, attend!, call (415) 776-1813.

- FINISHING Touches by M. & S. **Beautiful, attend!, call (415) 776-1813.

**MALE MODELS**

- PHIL MORE, 28, nice 6ft. 170# A good body. (415) 776-1813. S. F.

- And satisfies. Expert massage - call (415) 776-1813

- And satisfies. Expert massage - call (415) 776-1813

- SUPER, delightful, ,,

- Each Line Thereafter .75

- START AD HERE!

- Advertise by Mail

- I would like to purchase space for advertising for next consecutive issue of Kalendar.

- Customer name

- Address

- City

- State

- ZIP

- Date

- Mail check payable to Kalendar and send to: P.O. Box 290, San Francisco, CA 94103.
AMERICA'S BI-SEX SHOWPLACE

Olympus

October 21, 1974

CHARLES PIERCE
LORI SHANNON
CLAUDIA SACHA

Olympus

Halloween Night

Grand Opening

TO CAPTURE AN EAGLE EYE, A SHINY TO LUMINOUS AND ZEALOUS TO STRIKING DURAS FROM BOTH THE SAME AN EQUALLY EXquisite PERSONAGES WELCOME!

Olympia Lounge

Halloween Night

Thursday, October 31

ALL BUSES AND COSTUMED PERSONAGES WELCOME!

Trophies and Prizes will be awarded

Complimentary Outdoor Refreshments for Opening Costume Parade

Master of Ceremonies for the evening:

CHARLES PIERCE

The Olympus

BEACH BLANKET BABYLON

San Francisco

3712 Mulberry Street

San Francisco

Olympus

Olympus

THE YOUTH ACT is definitely transformed into America's most iconic Showplace.